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A generalization of the notion of multiresolution analysis, based on the theory of
spectral pairs, is considered. In contrast to the standard setting, the associated sub-
space V0 of L2(R) has, as an orthonormal basis, a collection of translates of the
scaling function , of the form [,(x&*)]* # 4 where 4=[0, rN]+2Z, N1 is an
integer, and r is an odd integer with 1r2N&1 such that r and N are relatively
prime and Z is the set of all integers. Furthermore, the corresponding dilation
factor is 2N, the case where N=1 corresponding to the usual definition of a multi-
resolution analysis with dilation factor 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for
the existence of associated wavelets, which is always satisfied when N=1 or 2, is
obtained and is shown to always hold if the Fourier transform of , is a constant
multiple of the characteristic function of a set.  1998 Academic Press
Key Words: Nonuniform multiresolution analyses; wavelets; scaling function;
spectral pairs.
1. INTRODUCTION
The technique of multiresolution analyses has become one of the main
tools for constructing wavelets, i.e., functions  # L2(R) having the
property that the collection of functions [2 j2(2 jx&n)] j, n # Z , where Z is
the set of all integers, forms a complete orthonormal system for L2(R).
A (one-dimensional) multiresolution analysis, as introduced by S. Mallat in
[Ma], is simply an increasing sequence of closed subspaces [Vj] j # Z of
L2(R) such that  j # Z Vj=[0], j # Z Vj is dense in L2(R), and which
satisfies f (x) # Vj if and only if f (2x) # Vj+1 . Furthermore, there should
exist an element , # V0 such that the collection of integer translates of ,,
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[,(x&n)]n # Z , is a complete orthonormal system for V0 . The dilation
factor 2 can be replaced by any integer N2 and in that case one needs
N&1 wavelets to generate the whole space L2(R) (see Chapt. 10 in [Da]).
A similar generalization of multiresolution analysis can be made in higher
dimensions by considering matrix dilations (see [Md]).
Since the use of multiresolution analyses has proven to be a very efficient
tool in wavelet theory, mainly because of its simplicity, it is of interest to
try to generalize this notion as much as possible while preserving its con-
nection with wavelet analysis. In this paper, we will concentrate our efforts
not so much on the possible dilations that are allowed, but on the transla-
tion structure of the subspace V0 . In the definition above, V0 is generated
by the integer translates of a single function , # V0 . In higher dimension,
the translation group Z is usually replaced by Zn, or equivalently by a dis-
crete lattice subgroup of Rn. Our main goal will be to present a theory
dealing with the situation where the translation set considered is no longer
a group, but, a priori, only a discrete subset 4/Rn. Such a theory should
preserve some of the attractive features of the original setting of multi-
resolution analyses and its connection with wavelets. In particular, we
remark that one of the main ingredients in the construction of wavelets
from a given one-dimensional multiresolution analysis is the fact that the
mapping U: V0  L2I , where I=[0, 1), defined by
U(,(x&n))=e2?in!/I(!), \n # Z,
is unitary. (If A is a measurable subset of Rn, we denote by L2A the subspace
of L2(Rn) which consists of functions vanishing a.e. outside of A and by /A
the characteristic function of A.)
Motivated by the previous considerations, we consider the setting in
which there exist a subspace V0 of L2(Rn) and a given discrete set 4/Rn
such that, for some element , # V0 , the collection [,(x&*)]* # 4 forms a
complete orthonormal system for V0 . Furthermore, we will assume the
existence of a measurable subset A of Rn with 0<|A|<, where |A|
denotes the Lebesgue measure of A, with the property that the mapping
U: V0  L2A defined by
U(,(x&*))=|A|&12 e2?i! .*/A(!), \* # 4,
is unitary. If one imposes this condition on V0 , one sees immediately that
the allowable sets 4 for which this definition would hold are already very
limited. Indeed, we have the following elementary result.
Proposition 1.1. Let V0 be a closed subspace of L2(Rn) and suppose
that there exist , # V0 and a discrete set 4/Rn such that [,(x&*)]* # 4 is
a complete orthonormal system for V0 . Then, given a measurable set A/Rn
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with 0<|A|<, the mapping U: V0  L2A defined by U(,(x&*))=|A|
&12
e2?i! .*/A(!) is unitary if and only if the collection [ |A|&12 e2?i! .*/A(!)]* # 4 is
a complete orthonormal system for L2A .
The pairs of the form (A, 4) that appear in the previous proposition
have been introduced by B. Fuglede in [Fu].
Definition 1.2. If A is a measurable subset of Rn and 4/Rn is dis-
crete, we say that (A, 4) forms a spectral pair if the collection
[ |A|&12 e2?i! .*/A(!)]* # 4 is a complete orthonormal system for L2A .
Fuglede proved that, for certain open sets A/Rn, the existence of a set
4/Rn such that (A, 4) is a spectral pair is equivalent to the existence of
n simultaneous commuting extensions of the operators &ixj , j=1, ..., n,
acting on smooth functions with compact support in A, a result which
actually holds for the class of all connected open sets, even with infinite
volume, if one modifies appropriately the definition of spectral pair, as was
subsequently shown by S. Pedersen ([Pe1]).
The previous arguments show that we are restricted to consider discrete
sets 4 for which there exists some measurable subset A of Rn such that
(A, 4) is a spectral pair. Since there is, at the present, no known simple
characterization of spectral pairs, we will restrict ourself further by only
considering a special class of spectral pairs, which will be constructed in the
following section. These are the simplest examples of one-dimensional
spectral pairs which are not subgroups of R (or translates of one of them).
We will build a multiresolution analysis theory for this special class and
prove, in particular, that the existence of associated wavelets, which would
generate all of L2(R) by considering their translates by elements of 4 and
appropriate dilates is no longer guaranteed as is the case in the standard
setting. We will also identify a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of associated wavelets and provide many examples of such
wavelets. Although one could argue that the setting of this paper is some-
what specialized, it is, to our knowledge, the first time that translation sets
other than groups have been considered in the framework of multiresolu-
tion analyses. Our results show the existence of an exciting connection
between spectral pairs and wavelet theory and reveal a deeper relationship
between these two fields that should generate challenging problems and
promote further research in both areas. The new classes of spectral pairs
introduced in this paper and their connection to resolution subspaces other
than those generated by integral translates suggest a new harmonic analysis
of filters generalizing that traditionally associated with the study of multi-
resolution analyses.
This paper is organized as follows. Spectral pairs are introduced in
Section 2 and a Fourier transform characterization is given for them
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(Theorem 2.1). A particular one-dimensional class of spectral pairs, which
is used throughout the paper, is then constructed (Theorem 2.2). Non-
uniform multiresolution analyses are defined in Section 3, and a necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of associated wavelets is given
(Theorem 3.7). Some simple examples generalizing the so-called Haar and
LittlewoodPaley multiresolution analyses are described in Section 4. Dif-
ferent condition equivalent to the existence of associated wavelets are
obtained in Section 5 (Proposition 5.1) and are shown to be satisfied in the
case where the scaling function has, for Fourier transform, a multiple of the
characteristic function of a set (Theorem 5.2).
2. SPECTRAL PAIRS
Spectral pairs have been studied quite extensively (see [Fu, Jo, JP14,
Pe12]), but there is still a lot of mystery about them. In particular, an
important open problem in this area is Fuglede’s conjecture which states
that, given a measurable set A/Rn, there exists a set 4/Rn such that
(A, 4) is a spectral pair if and only if there exists another set 1/Rn such
that A+1 tiles Rn, i.e.,
:
# # 1
/A(x&#)=1,
where the equality between the two functions in the previous equation is to
be understood in the sense of distributions, as will always be the case in the
rest of this paper. The following result gives a useful characterization of
spectral pairs (A, 4) in terms of the Fourier transform of the characteristic
function of A. If f # L1(Rn) & L2(Rn), we define the Fourier transform of f
by
(Ff )(!)= f (!)=|
Rn
e&2?i! .xf (x) dx, \! # Rn.
Theorem 2.1. Let A/Rn be measurable and assume that 0<|A|<.
Let 4/Rn be a discrete set. Then, (A, 4) is a spectral pair if and only if
:
* # 4
|/^A(!&*)|2=|A| 2, \! # Rn. (2.1)
Proof. Assuming that (A, 4) is a spectral pair, we apply Parseval’s for-
mula to the function g(x)=exp(2?i! .x) /A(x) # L2A , where ! # R
n. This yields
&g&22 =|
A
|e2?i! .x|2 dx=|A|= :
* # 4 } |A e
2?i! .x e
&2?i* .x
|A| 12
dx }
2
=
1
|A|
:
* # 4
|/^A(!&*)|2.
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Conversely, assuming that (2.1) holds, we deduce, by replacing ! by ’ # 4
in (2.1) that /^A(’&*)=0 whenever * # 4 and *{’, since /^A(0)=|A|. This
shows that the collection C ] [ |A|&12 e2?i* .x/A(x)]* # 4 is an orthonormal
system in L2A . A simple argument involving the Fourier inversion formula
shows that the span of the family of functions [e2?i! .x/A(x)]! # Rn is dense
in L2A and, furthermore, equality holds in Bessel’s inequality for this family
of functions by (2.1) again. The completeness of the collection C follows
immediately. K
We will now characterize the one-dimensional spectral pairs which are,
in some sense, the simplest ones for which |A|=1 and 4{Z. We can
always assume that 0 # 4 since, if (A, 4) is a spectral pair, so is (A, 4+b),
for any b # Rn. (Note that if b # Rn and A, B/Rn, we define A+b=[a+b,
a # A] and A+B=[a+b, a # A, b # B].)
Theorem 2.2. Let 4=[0, a]+2Z, where 0<a<2 and let A be a
measurable subset of R with 0<|A|<. Then (A, 4) is a spectral pair if
and only if there exist an integer N1 and an odd integer r, with
1r2N&1, such that r and N are relatively prime, a=rN, and
:
N&1
j=0
$j2 V :
n # Z
$nN V /A=1, (2.2)
where V denotes the usual convolution product of Schwartz distributions and
$c is the Dirac measure at c.
Proof. Using Theorem 2.1, the fact that (A, 4) is a spectral pair is
equivalent to the identity
:
n # Z
|/^A(!&2n)| 2+ :
n # Z
|/^A(!&a&2n)| 2=|A|2. (2.3)
Using the fact that if g^ # L1(R), and b>0, then
F&1 \ :m # Z g^(!&bm)+=1b :n # Z g(nb) $nb ,
we deduce using (2.3) and the identity g^=|/^A |2 if g=/A V /~ A , where
/~ A(x)=/A(&x), that
12 :
n # Z
(1+e?ian)(/A V /~ A)(n2) $n2=|A| 2 $0 ,
or, equivalently, that |A|=|A|2, i.e., |A|=1, and |A & (A+n2)|=0 if n{0
and e?ian{&1. If e?ian{&1 for every integer n, then |A & (A+n2)|=0
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for every integer n{0 and this would yield a contradiction, since we would
have, in that case, that
1=|
R
/A(x) dx=|
[0, 12)
:
n # Z
/A(x+n2) dx|
[0, 12)
1 dx=12.
Thus, there exists an integer N1 such that e?iaN=&1, which shows that
a=rN, for some odd integer r, with 1r2N&1. If N is the smallest
such integer, then r and N are relatively prime. In this case, if n is any
integer solution of e?ian=&1, then rn=(1+2 j) N, for some integer j, and
thus N divides n. Hence, n # N+(2N) Z, and conversely any such n is a
solution. We conclude therefore that |A & (A+mN+ j2)|=0, if m # Z and
0 j2N&1, unless m= j=0 or j=N. Let B=m # Z A+mN. Then /B
satisfies
:
N&1
j=0
/B+ j21.
Moreover, using the N-periodicity of /B , we have
N=|
R
:
N&1
j=0
/A+ j2(x) dx=|
[0, N)
:
N&1
j=0
/B+ j2(x) dxN,
from which we conclude that N&1j=0 /B+ j2=1, which is equivalent to (2.2).
Since we can easily reverse this argument, the proof is completed. K
In connection with the previous result, we mention that the n-dimen-
sional spectral pairs with spectrum of the form 4=[0, a]+1, where 1 is
a discrete subgroup of Rn, have been studied in great details in [JP1].
Example 2.3. If N and r are as in the above theorem, it is easy to con-
struct a spectral pair of the form (A, 4) where 4=[0, a]+2Z and a=rN,
by simply choosing A=[0, 12) _ [N2, (N+1)2).
3. NONUNIFORM MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSES
We are now in a position to define a notion of nonuniform multiresolu-
tion analysis, where the nonuniformity refers to the translation set 4 which
will be as in Theorem 2.2.
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Definition 3.1. Given an integer N1 and an odd integer r with
1r2N&1 such that r and N are relatively prime, an associated non-
uniform multiresolution analysis (abbreviated NUMRA) is a collection
[Vj] j # Z of closed subspaces of L2(R) satisfying the following properties:
(a) Vj /Vj+1 , \j # Z;
(b) j # Z Vj is dense in L2(R);
(c) j # Z Vj=[0];
(d) f (x) # Vj if and only f (2Nx) # Vj+1 ;
(e) There exists a function , # V0 , called the scaling function, such
that the collection [,(x&*)]* # 4 , where 4=[0, rN]+2Z, is a complete
orthonormal system for V0 .
It is worth noticing that, when N=1, one recovers from the definition
above the standard definition of a one-dimensional multiresolution analysis
with dilation factor equal to 2. When N>1, the dilation factor of 2N
ensures that 2N4/2Z/4. In particular, if (d) and (e) hold in the pre-
vious definition, and ,(x(2N)) # V0 , then (a) automatically holds since, in
this case, if
, \ x2N+= :* # 4 a*,(x&*),
where * # 4 |a* | 2<, then
, \ x2N&’+= :* # 4 a* ,(x&(2N) ’&*) # V0
for any ’ # 4.
Our goal is to generalize the standard techniques associated with multi-
resolution analyses in order to construct functions 1 , 2 , ..., 2N&1 in V1
having the property that the collection [(2N)& j2 k((2N) j x&*)], where
* # 4, j # Z and k # [1, ..., 2N&1], forms a complete orthonormal system
for L2(R). We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Consider a NUMRA as in Definition 3.1. Let 0=, and
suppose that there exist 2N&1 functions k , k=1, ..., 2N&1, in V1 such
that the family of functions [k(x&*)]* # 4, k=0, ..., 2N&1 forms an ortho-
normal system for V1 . Then, this system is complete in V1 .
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Proof. Since (12N) k(x2N) # V0 , for each k=0, ..., 2N&1, there exist
sequences [ak*]* # 4 satisfying * # 4 |a
k
* |
2< such that
1
2N
k \ x2N+= :* # 4 a
k
* ,(x&*),
or, equivalently, by taking the Fourier transform of both sides of the pre-
vious equation,
 k(2N!)=mk(!) , (!), (3.1)
where mk(!)=* # 4 ak* e
&2?i*! is locally in L2. Since 4=[0, rN]+2Z, we
can write that
mk(!)=m1k(!)+e
&2?i!rNm2k(!), k=0, ..., 2N&1, (3.2)
where m1k and m
2
k are locally L
2, 12-periodic functions. By assumption, we
have, for any *, _ # 4 and any k, l # [0, ..., 2N&1], using Plancherel’s
theorem, that
$kl$*_=|
R
k(x&*)  l (x&_) dx=|
R
e&2?i!(*&_) k(!)  l (!) d!,
where $kl is the Kronecker delta. Defining
wkl (!)= :
j # Z
 k(!+Nj)  l (!+Nj), 0k, l2N&1,
and letting *=2m and _=2n, where m, n # Z, we find that
$mn$kl =|
R
e&2?i!2(m&n) k(!)  l (!) d!=|
[0, N)
e&2?i!2(m&n)wkl (!) d!
=|
[0, 12)
e&4?i!(m&n) { :
2N&1
p=0
wkl (!+ p2)= d!.
Since m and n are arbitrary in Z, we obtain
:
2N&1
p=0
wkl (!+ p2)=2$kl . (3.3)
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Letting now *=rN+2m and _=2n, where m, n # Z, we obtain
0=|
R
e&2?i!2(m&n)e&2?i!rN k(!)  l (!) d!
=|
[0, N)
e&2?i!2(m&n)e&2?i!rNwkl (!) d!
=|
[0, 12)
e&4?i!(m&n)e&2?i!rN { :
2N&1
p=0
e&?iprNwkl (!+ p2)= d!,
and, as before, we conclude, letting :=e&?irN that
:
2N&1
p=0
: pwkl (!+ p2)=0. (3.4)
Thus (3.3) together with (3.4) are equivalent to the orthonormality of the
family [k(x&*)]* # 4, k=0, ..., 2N&1 . We will now express these conditions in
terms of the functions mk as follows. We have, using (3.1) and (3.2), that
wkl (2N!)= :
j # Z
 k(2N(!+ j2))  l (2N(!+ j2))
= :
j # Z
mk(!+ j2) ml (!+ j2) |, (!+ j2)|2
=[m1k(!) m
2
l (!)+m
2
k(!) m
2
l (!)] :
j # Z
|, (!+ j2)|2
+{m1k(!) m2l (!) :j # Z e
2?i(!+ j2) rN |, (!+ j2)|2=
+{m2k(!) m2l (!) :j # Z e
&2?i(!+ j2) rN |, (!+ j2)|2= ,
and, thus,
wkl (2N!)=[m1k(!) m
2
l (!)+m
2
k(!) m
2
l (!)] :
2N&1
j=0
w00(!+ j2)
+{m2k(!) m2l (!) e2?i!rN :
2N&1
j=0
:& jw00(!+ j2)=
+{m2k(!) m1l (!) e&2?i!rN :
2N&1
j=0
: jw00(!+ j2)=
=2[m1k(!) m
2
l (!)+m
2
k(!) m
2
l (!)],
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where the last equality follows from (3.3) and (3.4) with k=l=0. Using
this last identity as well as (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain thus the following two
conditions which, together, are equivalent to the orthonormality of the
system [k(x&*)]* # 4, k=0, ..., 2N&1 :
:
2N&1
p=0
[m1k(!+ p4N) m
1
l (!+ p4N)
+m2k(!+p4N) m
2
l (!+ p4N)]=$kl , (3.5)
and
:
2N&1
p=0
: p[m1k(!+ p4N) m
1
l (!+ p4N)
+m2k(!+ p4N) m
2
l (!+ p4N)]=0, (3.6)
valid for 0k, l2N&1. These conditions are, in turn, equivalent to the
a.e. unitarity of the 4N_4N matrix U(!) with entries Upq(!), 0 p,
q4N&1, defined by
m1q(!+ p4N), 0 p2N&1, 0q2N&1
m2q(!+( p&2N)4N), 2N p4N&1, 0q2N&1
: pm1q&2N (!+ p4N), 0 p2N&1, 2Nq4N&1
: pm2q&2N (!+( p&2N)4N), 2N p4N&1, 2Nq4N&1,
(3.7)
as can be easily checked. The completeness of the system
[k(x&*)]* # 4, k=0, ..., 2N&1 in V1 is clearly equivalent to that of the system
[(12N) k((x2N)&*)]* # 4, k=0, ..., 2N&1 in V0 . Given an arbitrary function
f # V0 , there exists, by assumption, a unique function m(!) of the form
* # 4 b*e&2?i*!, where * # 4 |b* |2<, such that f (!)=m(!) , (!).
Moreover, the mapping from V0 to L2A , where A=[0, 12) _
[N2, (N+1)2), that sends f to m/A is unitary by Proposition 1.1 and
Theorem 2.2. Hence, to prove our claim, it will be enough to show that the
system of functions
S=[e&2?i(2N) !*mk(!) /A(!)]* # 4, k=0, ..., 2N&1
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is complete in L2A . Let g # L
2
A . Since the collection [e
2?i*!/A(!)]* # 4 is an
orthonormal basis for L2A , there exist two locally L
2, 12-periodic functions
g1 and g2 such that
g(!)=[g1(!)+e&2?i!rNg2(!)] /A(!).
Assuming that g is orthogonal to all the functions in S, we have then, for
any * # 4 and any k # [0, ..., 2N&1], that
0=|
A
e&2?i(2N) !*mk(!) g(!) d!
=|
[0, 12)
e&2?i(2N) !*[mk(!) g(!)+mk(!+N2) g(!+N2)] d!
=2 |
[0, 12)
e&2?i(2N) !*[m1k(!) g1(!)+m
2
k(!) g2(!)] d!. (3.8)
Letting *=2m, where m # Z in (3.8) and defining for k=0, ..., 2N&1,
hk(!)=m1k(!) g1(!)+m
2
k(!) g2(!),
we obtain
0=|
[0, 12)
e&2?i!(4N) mhk(!) d!
=|
[0, 14N)
e&2?i!(4N) m :
2N&1
j=0
hk(!+ j4N) d!.
Since this equality holds for all m # Z, we deduce that, for a.e. !,
:
2N&1
j=0
hk(!+ j4N)=0. (3.9)
Similarly, letting *=2m+rN, where m # Z, we get
0=|
[0, 12)
e&2?i!(4N) me&2?i2r!hk(!) d!
=|
[0, 14N)
e&2?i!(4N) me&2?i2r! :
2N&1
j=0
: jhk(!+ j4N) d!,
from which we deduce that
:
2N&1
j=0
: jhk(!+ j4N)=0 (3.10)
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for a.e. !. Consider the vector v(!) # C4N defined by
vi (!)={g1(!+i4N),g2(!+(i&2N)4N),
i=0, ..., 2N&1,
i=2N, ..., 4N&1.
It follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that
U*(!) v(!)=0
for a.e. !. Hence v(!)=0 a.e. by the unitarity of U(!) and g=0, proving
the lemma. K
If 0 , ..., 2N&1 # V1 are as in the previous lemma, one can obtain from
them an orthonormal basis for L2(R) by following the standard procedure
for constructing wavelets from a given multiresolution analysis (see [Da,
Me, Md]). Indeed, it is easily checked that, for every m # Z, the collection
[(2N)m2 k((2N)m x&*)]* # 4, k=0, ..., 2N&1 is a complete orthonormal
system for Vm+1 . This follows from the unitarity of the mapping from V1
into Vm+1 defined by f (x)=(2N)m2 f ((2N)m x). Writing Vm+1=Vm Wm ,
where Wm is the orthogonal complement of Vm in Vm+1 , we deduce from
(a), (b), and (c) of Definition 3.1 that
L2(R)= 
m # Z
Wm ,
from which it follows immediately that the collection
[(2N)m2 k((2N)m x&*)]* # 4, m # Z, k=1, ..., 2N&1
forms a complete orthonormal system for L2(R). When N=1, we recover the
usual construction of wavelets from a multiresolution analysis. Thus, given
a NUMRA, the main problem is to construct functions 1 , ..., 2N&1 # V1
whose translates by elements of 4 form a complete orthonormal system
for W0 .
Definition 3.3. A collection [k]k=1, ..., 2N&1 of functions in V1 will be
called a set of wavelets associated with a given NUMRA (as defined in
Definition 3.1) if the family of functions [k(x&*)]k=1, ..., 2N&1, * # 4 is a
complete orthonormal system for W0 .
It turns out that, for this construction to be possible, certain algebraic
conditions need to be satisfied and thus, in contrast to the standard theory,
the existence of wavelet bases associated with a given NUMRA is not
automatic in this generalized setup.
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The computations performed in the proof of Lemma 3.2 pose the
following problem whose resolution is essential for achieving the objectives
of this paper: Given a function m0 of the form
m0(!)=m10(!)+e
&2?i!rNm20(!),
where m10 , m
2
0 are locally L
2, 12-periodic functions which satisfy
:
2N&1
p=0
[ |m10(!+ p4N)|
2+|m20(!+ p4N)|
2]=1, (3.11)
and
:
2N&1
p=0
: p[ |m10(!+ p4N)|
2+|m20(!+ p4N)|
2]=0, (3.12)
where :=e&?irN, when is it possible to construct functions mk ,
k=1, ..., 2N&1, of the form
mk(!)=m1k(!)+e
&2?i!rNm2k(!),
with m1k , m
2
k locally L
2 and 12-periodic, satisfying the equations
:
2N&1
p=0
[m1k(!+ p4N) m
1
l (!+ p4N)
+m2k(!+ p4N) m
2
l (!+ p4N)]=$kl , (3.13)
and
:
2N&1
p=0
: p[m1k(!+ p4N) m
1
l (!+ p4N)
+m2k(!+ p4N) m
2
l (!+ p4N)]=0, (3.14)
for 0k, l2N&1. The solvability of the system (3.13)(3.14) depends
upon certain algebraic conditions which are clarified in the following
lemmas.
Lemma 3.4. Let N1 be an integer, let r be an odd integer with
1r2N&1, and suppose that N and r are relatively prime. Let M be a
subspace of C4N of dimension 2N with the property that B(M) = M, where
B is the diagonal 4N_4N matrix with entries
Bpq=: p$pq , 0p, q4N&1,
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and :=e&?irN. Then there exist N unitary 2_2 matrices Uk ,
k=0, ..., N&1, such that
M={(u0 , ..., u2N&1 , v0 , ..., v2N&1), \uk+Nvk+N +=Uk \
uk
vk + , \k=0, ..., N&1= .
(3.15)
Conversely, any 2N-dimensional subspace M of C4N of the form (3.15),
where the Uk ’s are unitary, satisfies B(M) = M.
Proof. Denoting by x .y the standard inner product of x and y in C4N,
we remark first that the condition B(M) = M is equivalent to Bx .x=0, for
all x # M, as it is easily checked. Let M be a 2N-dimensional subspace of
C4N of the form (3.15), where the Uk ’s are unitary, and suppose that x=
(u0 , ..., u2N&1 , v0 , ..., v2N&1) # M. Note that the mapping [0, 1, ..., 2N&1]
 C: j [ : j is injective since the equality : j=: j $ implies that
r( j& j $)=2Nk, for some integer k, and, thus, since r and N are relatively
prime and r is odd, that j& j $ is a multiple of 2N and thus that j= j $ if
both j and j $ belong to the set [0, 1, ..., 2N&1]. If ;=e&?iN and _ is the
unique permutation of the set [0, ..., 2N&1] that satisfies
e?ir_( j)N=e?ijN, 0 j2N&1,
then it follows that
Bx .x= :
2N&1
k=0
:k[ |uk | 2+|vk |2]
= :
2N&1
k=0
:_(k)[ |u_(k) | 2+|v_(k) |2]
= :
N&1
k=0
;k[( |u_(k) |2+|v_(k)|2)&(|u_(k+N) |2+|v_(k+N) | 2)]
=0, (3.16)
since the value of _(k+N) is _(k)+N, if 0_(k)N&1, and _(k)&N,
if N_(k)2N&1, and thus, |u_(k) | 2+|v_(k) | 2=|u_(k+N) |2+|v_(k+N) | 2
for k=0, ..., N&1, using (3.15). Conversely, if M is a 2N-dimensional sub-
space of C4N that satisfies B(M) = M, the identity (3.16) is satisfied for
every x # M. Since M has dimension 2N, there exist two 2N_2N matrices
B1 and B2 such that M is defined by the 2N equations indexed by
h=0, ..., 2N&1,
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:
N&1
j=0
(B1)hj u_( j)+ :
2N&1
j=N
(B1)hj v_( j&N)
= :
N&1
j=0
(B2)hj u_( j+N)+ :
2N&1
j=N
(B2)hj v_( j) . (3.17)
If the matrix B2 were singular, there would exist a vector y=
( y0 , ..., y2N&1){0 in C2N that satisfies B2 y=0. The vector z # C4N with
components defined by u_( j)=0, v_( j)=0, u_( j+N)= y j and v_( j+N)= yj+N ,
for j=0, ..., N&1, would then belong to M, and this would imply, using
(3.16), that N&1j=0 ;
j[ | yj |2+| y j+N |2]=0. This would lead to a contradic-
tion, since y{0 and sin(?jN)>0, if 1 jN&1. Hence, we can assume
that B2 is the identity and thus M is defined by the equations
u_( j+N)= :
N&1
k=0
a jku_(k)+ :
N&1
k=0
b jkv_(k)
v_( j+N)= :
N&1
k=0
cjk u_(k)+ :
N&1
k=0
djkv_(k) , j=0, ..., N&1,
for some complex constants ajk , bjk , c jk , djk , where 0 j, kN&1. We
thus have, using (3.16), that
:
N&1
j=0
; j[ |u_( j) |2+|v_( j) | 2]
= :
N&1
j=0
; j {} :
N&1
k=0
(ajk u_(k)+bjkv_(k)) }
2
+ } :
N&1
k=0
(cjku_(k)+djkv_(k)) }
2
= ,
or, equivalently, that
:
N&1
k, l=0
;k$kl (u_(k) u_(l ) +v_(k) v_(l ) )
= :
N&1
k, l=0 { :
N&1
j=0
; j (ajka jl +cjk cjl )= u_(k)u_(l)
+ :
N&1
k, l=0 { :
N&1
j=0
; j (bjkbjl +d jkdjl )= v_(k)v_(l )
+ :
N&1
k, l=0 { :
N&1
j=0
; j (ajkbjl +c jkdjl )= u_(k)v_(l )
+ :
N&1
k, l=0 { :
N&1
j=0
; j (bjkajl +d jkcjl )= v_(k)u_(l ) .
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Since the uk ’s and uk ’s are arbitrary, we deduce, for any k, l with
0k, lN&1, the identities
:
N&1
j=0
; j(ajk ajl +cjkcjl )=;k$kl , (3.18)
:
N&1
j=0
; j (b jkb jl +djkdjl )=;k$kl , (3.19)
:
N&1
j=0
; j (a jkb jl +cjkdjl )=0, (3.20)
:
N&1
j=0
; j (b jka jl +djkcjl )=0. (3.21)
Let us show, by induction on k, that these equations imply that ajk=b jk=
cjk=djk=0 if j{k and that the matrices
Vk=\akkckk
bkk
dkk+ ,
where 0kN&1, are unitary. If k=0, we obtain, using (3.18) with l=0
that
:
N&1
j=0
; j ( |a j0 | 2+|cj0 |2)=1,
from which we conclude that aj0=cj0=0, if 1 jN&1 and that
|a00 |2+|c00 | 2=1. Similarly, it follows from (3.19) that bj0=d j0=0, if
1 jN&1 and that |b00 |2+|d00 |2=1. Using then (3.20) and (3.21), we
deduce that a00b00 +c00d00 =0; so the matrix V0 is unitary. If we know
that ajk=bjk=cjk=d jk=0, for 0kk0&1, where 1k0N&1, if j{k,
and that the matrices Vj are unitary for 0 jk0&1, it follows from
(3.18)(3.21) choosing k with 0kk0&1 and l=k0 that
{akkakk0 +ckk ckk0 =0bkk akk0 +dkkckk0 =0, (3.22)
and,
{akkbkk0 +ckk dkk0 =0bkk bkk0 +dkkdkk0 =0. (3.23)
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From (3.22), we deduce that ajk0=c jk0=0, when 0 jk0&1, and, from
(3.23), that bjk0=d jk0=0 for those same j’s, using the unitarity of Vj . Using
now (3.18) with k=l=k0 , we obtain
:
N&1
j=k0
; j ( |a jk0 |
2+|cjk0 |
2)=;k0,
or, equivalently,
:
N&1
j=k0
; j&k0( |ajk0 |
2+|cjk0 |
2)=1.
As before, we conclude that ajk0=cjk0=0 if k0+1 jN&1 and
|ak0k0 |
2+|ck0k0 |
2=1. Similarly, using (3.19), we obtain b jk0=djk0=0 for
k0+1 jN&1 and |bk0k0 |
2+|dk0k0 |
2=1. Using (3.20), it follows that
ak0k0 bk0k0 +ck0k0 dk0k0 =0. Thus, by induction, all the matrices Vk , where
0kN&1 are unitary. Since we have
\u_( j+N)v_( j+N) +=Vj \
u_( j)
v_( j)+ ,
for 0 jN&1, whenever (u0 , ..., u2N&1 , v0 , ..., v2N&1) # M, and since, as
was remarked before,
_( j+N)={_( j)+N,_( j)&N,
0_( j)N&1,
N_( j)2N&1,
it follows that
\uk+Nvk+N +=Uk \
uk
vk + ,
for 0kN&1, where the unitary matrices Uk are defined by Uk=Vj , if
k=_( j), or Uk=V j*, if k=_( j)&N, for some j with 0 jN&1, which
completes the proof. K
In the following lemma, we prove an algebraic result which will be
crucial to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
wavelets associated with a given NUMRA. We will denote the components
of a vector x # Cn by x( j), where j=0, ..., n&1.
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Lemma 3.5. Let N, r, :, and B be as in Lemma 3.4 and suppose that a0
and b0 are vectors in C2N that satisfy
:
2N&1
j=0
[ |a0( j)| 2+|b0( j)|2]=1
:
2N&1
j=0
: j[ |a0( j)|2+|b0( j)|2]=0.
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of vectors ak and
bk in C2N, where k=1, ..., 2N&1, such that
:
2N&1
j=0
[ak( j) a l ( j)+bk( j) bl ( j)]=$kl , (3.24)
:
2N&1
j=0
: j[ak( j) al ( j)+bk( j) bl ( j)]=0, (3.25)
for 0k, l2N&1, is that
M0( j+N)=M0( j), j=0, ..., N&1, (3.26)
where
M0( j) ] |a0( j)|2+|b0( j)|2, j=0, ..., 2N&1.
Proof. Given vectors ak and bk , k=0, ..., 2N&1, in C2N, we consider
the associated vectors ck , k=0, ..., 2N&1 in C4N defined by
ck( j)={ak( j),bk( j&2N),
j=0, ..., 2N&1
j=2N, ..., 4N&1.
The existence of vectors ak and bk , k=1, ..., 2N&1, that satisfy (3.24) and
(3.25) is equivalent to the existence of a 2N-dimensional subspace M of
C4N which satisfies B(M) = M and contains the vector c0 . Indeed, if such
a subspace M exists, the vectors ak and bk , k=1, ..., 2N&1, are simply
obtained by constructing an orthonormal basis c0 , c1 , ..., c2N&1 for M that
contains the vector c0 . Conversely, if ak and bk , k=1, ..., 2N&1, satisfy
(3.24) and (3.25), the subspace M spanned by the associated vectors
c0 , c1 , ..., c2N&1 has dimension 2N and satisfies B(M) = M. Thus, if
the equations (3.24) and (2.25) are satisfied, there exist, by Lemma 3.4,
N unitary matrices Uj , j=0, ..., N&1, with the property that
\a0( j+N)b0( j+N)+=Uj \
a0( j)
b0( j)+ , j=0, ..., N&1,
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which shows, in particular, that M0( j+N)=M0( j), for each such j. Con-
versely, if (3.26) holds, there exists, for each j=0, ..., N&1 a 2_2 unitary
matrix Uj that satisfies
\a0( j+N)b0( j+N)+=Uj \
a0( j)
b0( j)+ ,
(3.27)
\&b0( j+N)a0( j+N) +=Uj \
&b0( j)
a0( j) + .
Indeed, if M0( j){0, then the matrix U j defined by the equations (3.27) is
unitary since it maps two orthogonal vectors to two other orthogonal
vectors while preserving their lengths. On the other hand, if M0( j)=0, Uj
can be taken to be the identity. The equation (3.27) suggests that we
choose our vectors ak and bk , 1k2N&1, with the property that
\ak( j+N)bk( j+N)+=Uj \
ak( j)
bk( j)+ ,
(3.28)
\&bk( j+N)ak( j+N) +=Uj \
&bk( j)
ak( j) +
for every j with 0 jN&1. Indeed, if this property is satisfied, (3.24)
reduces to
2 :
N&1
j=0
[ak( j) al ( j)+bk( j) b j ( j)]=$kl , (3.29)
for 0k, l2N&1, and (3.25) is automatically satisfied. It is now clear
that the equations (3.29) can be solved by an appropriate orthonormaliza-
tion process in a 2N dimensional space. K
Remark 3.6. The construction of the ak ’s and bk ’s in the previous
lemma can be simplified even further if we assume that, for k=0, ..., N&1
and j=0, ..., 2N&1,
\ak( j)bk( j)+=rk( j) \
a0( j)+s( j)
b0( j)+s( j)+ ,
\ak+N( j)bk+N( j)+=rk( j) \
&b0( j)&s( j)
a0( j)+s( j) + ,
where s( j)=1 if M0( j)=0 and s( j)=0 otherwise, r0( j)=1 if M0( j){0
and r0=0 otherwise, and the constants rk( j) satisfy rk( j+N)=rk( j) for
1kN&1 and 0 jN&1. Indeed, it is easily checked that, in this
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case, (3.28) holds. Furthermore, the left-hand side of (3.29) vanishes when-
ever 0kN&1 and Nl2N&1 or vice versa, and, when 0k, l
N&1 or Nk, l2N&1, (3.29) reduces in both cases to
:
N&1
j=0
rk( j) rl ( j)(2M0( j)+4s( j))=$kl , (3.30)
where 0k, lN&1. Thus all we need to do is perform an orthonor-
malization in an N-dimensional space, but with respect to a ‘‘weighted’’
inner product.
We can now state the main result of this section which characterizes the
NUMRAs that give rise to wavelets.
Theorem 3.7. Consider a NUMRA, as in Definition 3.1, such that the
corresponding space V0 has an orthonormal system of the form
[,(x&*)]* # 4 , where 4=[0, rN]+2Z, , satisfies the scaling relation
, (2N!)=m0(!) , (!),
and m0 has the form
m0(!)=m10(!)+e
&2?i!rNm20(!),
for some locally L2, 12 periodic functions m10 and m
2
0 . Then a necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of associated wavelets 1 , ..., 2N&1 (as
in Definition 3.3) is that the function M0 defined by
M0(!)=|m10(!)|
2+|m20(!)|
2 (3.31)
satisfies the identity
M0(!+14)=M0(!). (3.32)
Furthermore, in this case, the wavelets 1 , ..., 2N&1 can be chosen in such
a way that they satisfy the relations
 k(2N!)=mk(!) , (!), k=1, ..., 2N&1,
where, for any k=0, ..., N&1,
mk(!)=m1k(!)+e
&2?i!rNm2k(!),
m1k(!)=rk(!)(m
1
0(!)+/E (!)), (3.33)
m2k(!)=rk(!)(m
2
0(!)+/E (!)),
m1k+N(!)=&rk(!)(m
2
0(!)+/E (!)),
(3.34)
m2k+N(!)=rk(!)(m
1
0(!)+/E (!)),
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where E=[! # R, M0(!)=0], r0(!)=1&/E (!) and rk , k=1, ..., N&1, are
measurable, 14-periodic functions that satisfy
:
N&1
j=0
rk(!+ j4N) r l (!+ j4N)
_(2M0(!+ j4N)+4/E (!+ j4N))=$kl , (3.35)
for 0k, lN&1.
Proof. As explained before, the existence of the wavelets 1 , ..., 2N&1
is equivalent to the existence of 12-periodic functions m1k , m
2
k satisfying the
equations (3.13) and (3.14). If ! # [0, 14N) is fixed and ak , bk , where
0k2N&1, are vectors in C2N defined by ak( j)=m1k(!+ j4N), bk( j)=
m2k(!+ j4N) for j=0, ..., 2N&1, we obtain, from Lemma 3.5, that the
solvability of this system of equation is equivalent to the condition
M0(!+( j+N)4N)=M0(!+ j4N), ! # [0, 14N), j=0, ..., 2N&1,
which is equivalent to (3.32). If this condition is verified, the existence of
functions mk1 , m
2
k of the form specified in (3.33)(3.35) follows from
Remark 3.6. Note that we can require the functions rk ’s to be measurable
when performing the orthogonalization in (3.35). One way of achieving
this, is, for a fixed ! # [0, 14N), to apply the GramSchmidt orthonor-
malization process to the vectors vk # C
N, k=0, ..., N&1, with components
defined by v0( j)=r0(!+ j4N), and vk( j)=e&2?i4k(!+ j4N) for j=0, ..., N&1
and k=1, ..., N&1. It is easily checked that these vectors are linearly
independent. In particular, the vector v0 is linearly independent from the
vectors v1 , ..., vN&1 because the sum of its components is different from
zero. K
Remark 3.8. Note that the function M0 in the previous theorem can
also be written directly in terms of m0 as
M0(!)=(|m0(!+N2)| 2+|m0(!)|2)2.
When N=1, r=1 and thus (3.11) and (3.12) reduce to M0(!)=12, or the
more familiar ‘‘quadrature mirror filter’’ condition from wavelet analysis
|m0(!+12)|2+|m0(!)|2=1,
so that (3.32) is automatically verified. When N=2, we must have r=1
or 3, so that :=\i. In that case, the condition (3.32) follows again
automatically from (3.11) and (3.12).
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Example 3.9. When N=1, formula (3.34) yields
m1(!)=&m20(!)+e
&2?i!m10(!)=e
&2?i!m0(!+12),
which is the standard formula for finding the wavelet 1 when the dilation
factor is 2 (see [Da, Me]). When N=2, one can again obtain explicit
formulas for the corresponding three wavelets by performing the orthonor-
malization alluded to in the proof of Theorem 3.7. In this case, one finds
that
r1(!)=e&8?i! {M0(!+18)M0(!) /R"E (!)+
1
2
/E (!)= ,
and thus,
m1(!)=r1(!)[m0(!)+(1+e&?i!r) /E (!)]
=e&8i?! {m0(!) M0(!+18)M0(!) /R"E (!)+
(1+e&?i!r)
2
/E (!)= ,
m2(!)=&m20(!)+e
&?i! m10(!)=e
&?i!rm0(!+1),
m3(!)=r1(!)[m2(!)+(1+e&?i!r) /E (!)]
=e&8i?! {e&?i!rm0(!+1) M0(!+18)M0(!) /R"E (!)
+
(&1+e&?i!r)
2
/E (!)= .
The associated wavelets 1 , 2 , and 3 are then computed using the rela-
tion (3.1).
Remark 3.10. There is some flexibility in choosing the functions rk ,
k=1, ..., N&1 that satisfy (3.35). In fact, replacing rk by bk rk , where the
functions bk have modulus one and are 14N periodic, leave the equations
(3.35) unchanged.
4. SOME EXAMPLES OF NONUNIFORM MULTIRESOLUTIONS
ANALYSES
Some simple examples of NUMRAs will be given in this section. They
will all satisfy the condition (3.32) of Theorem 3.7, so that wavelets
associated with these examples can always be constructed. It seems rather
difficult to construct ‘‘simple’’ examples in which the condition (3.32) is not
verified. This question is investigated in more details in Section 5.
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The first example we consider is a generalized version of the so-called
Haar multiresolution analysis (see [Da, p. 137]) which corresponds to the
case N=1.
Example 4.1. In this example, we take r=1, so that 4=[0, 1N]+
2Z. As usual, to describe the multiresolution analysis, it will be enough to
describe the function , whose translates by elements of 4 form an
orthonormal basis for V0 . In this example, we choose ,=/EN , where
EN= .
N&1
j=0
[(2 j)N, (2 j+1)N).
Thus,
,=/[0, 1N) V :
N&1
j=0
$2 jN ,
and it is clear that the functions ,(x&*), where * # 4, are orthonormal.
We can thus define V0 to be the closed linear span of the family
[,(x&*)]* # 4 in L2(R) and V j , for any integer j, by the relation f (x) # Vj
if and only if f (x(2N) j) # V0 . Furthermore, we have
1
2N
,( } 2N)=/[0, 2) V
1
2N
:
N&1
j=0
$4 j
=($0+$1N) V , V
1
2N
:
N&1
j=0
$4 j ,
which shows that (a) of Definition 3.1 is verified. It is easily checked that
(b) and (c) are also satisfied. Taking the Fourier transform of both sides
of the previous identity, we obtain the dilation equation
, (2N!)=
1
2N
(1+e&2?i!N) \ :
N&1
k=0
e&8i?!k+ , (!),
from which it follows that
m10(!)=m
2
0(!)=
1
2N
:
N&1
k=0
e&8?i!k.
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Since m10 and m
2
0 are 14-periodic, so is M0 and Theorem 3.7 can be applied
to show the existence of associated wavelets. Note that r0=1 for any value
of N since |E|=0. Let us consider in more details the cases N=1 and
N=2. When N=1, ,=/[0, 1) and m10(!)=m
2
0(!)=12, so the wavelet 1 is
defined by the identity
 1(2!)=
&1+e&2?i!
2
, (!),
yielding
1=&/[0, 12)+/[12, 1) ,
which is the standard ‘‘Haar wavelet’’ (see [Da, Me]). When N=2,
m10(!)=m
2
0(!)=
e&4?i! cos(4?!)
2
,
and thus M0(!)=cos2(4?!)2. As in Example 3.8, we can let
r1(!)=e&8?i! M0(!+18)M0(!) =e&8?i!
|sin(4?!)|
|cos(4?!)|
.
However, if we wish to generate wavelets with compact support, it is
preferable, in order to preserve analyticity, to replace r1 by br1 , where
b(!)=ie8i?!, for ! # [0, 18), and is 18-periodic (see Remark 3.10). This
yields
r1(!)=i tan(4?!).
Using (3.33) and (3.34), we obtain
m1(!)=r1(!) m0(!)=e&4?i!i sin(4?!)
1+e&?i!
2
,
m2(!)=e&?i!m0(!+1)=e4?i! cos(4?!)
&1+e&?i!
2
,
m3(!)=r1(!) m2(!)=e4?i!i sin(4?!)
&1+e&?i!
2
.
Using the relations  k(4!)=mk(!) , (!), k=1, 2, 3, the associated wavelets
are easily computed:
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1=/[0, 12)&/[1, 32) ,
2=&/[&88, &78)+/[&78, &68)&/[&68, &58)+/[&58, &48)
&/[0, 18)+/[18, 28)&/[28, 38)+/[38, 48) ,
3=&/[&88, &78)+/[&78, &68)&/[&68, &58)+/[&58, &48)
+/[0, 18)&/[18, 28)+/[28, 38)&/[35, 48) .
The next example is a modified version of the so-called LittlewoodPaley
multiresolution analysis (see [Me]). This example shows in particular, that
for any values of N1 and r with 1r2N&1 such that r is odd and r
and N are relatively prime, an associated NUMRA, as in Definition 3.1,
can always be constructed for which the condition (3.32) of Theorem 3.7,
that ensures the existence of wavelets, is also satisfied.
Example 4.2. Given an integer N1 and an odd integer r with 1r
2N&1 such that r and N are relatively prime, we define 4=[0, rN]+2Z and
V0=[ f # L2(R), supp( f )/A],
where A=[&a, 12&a) _ [N2&a, (N+1)2&a) and 0<a<16. Further-
more, Vj is defined, for any j # Z, by the relation f (x) # Vj if and only if
f (x(2N) j) # V0 , or
Vj=[ f # L2(R), supp( f )/(2N) j A].
Since, as it is easily checked, A/2NA, conditions (a) and (d) of Defini-
tion (3.1) hold. Since A contains an interval centered at the origin,
j # Z (2N) j A=R, and clearly,  j # Z (2N) j A=[0], which show that the
conditions (b) and (c) are also satisfied. We define , # V0 by the condition
, =/A . Since F(,(x&*))=e&2?i!*/A(!) and (A, 4) is a spectral pair, by
Theorem 2.2, we deduce condition (e) using the unitarity of the Fourier
transform on L2(R). Since the case N=1 is a little different to handle com-
putationally and is known (see [Me]), we will assume, from now on, that
N2. To compute m0 , we use the relation
, (2N!)=/A(2N!)=/B(!)
=(m10(!)+e
&2?i!rNm20(!)) /A(!),
where
B=[&a2N, &a2N+14N)
_ [14&a2N, 14&a2N+14N)/[&a, 12&a).
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Fixing ! # [&a, 12&a), we deduce from the previous identity, that
m10(!)+e
&2?i!rNm20(!)=/B(!) (4.1)
on the interval [&a, 12&a). Replacing ! by !+N2 in (4.1) and using the
12-periodicity of m10 and m
2
0 , it follows that
m10(!)&e
&2?i!rNm20(!)=0 (4.2)
on that same interval. Solving for m10 and m
2
0 in (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain
m10(!)=
/B(!)
2
,
m20(!)=
e2?i!rN/B(!)
2
on the interval [&a, 12&a), which, using their 12-periodicity again,
determine m10 and m
2
0 uniquely. Since
M0(!)=
/B(!)
2
,
and B satisfies
/B(!+14)=/B(!),
for ! # [&a, &a+14), the 14-periodicity required from M0 in (3.32) of
Theorem 3.7 follows immediately.
5. EXISTENCE OF WAVELETS
In this section, we formulate different (and more tractable) necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of wavelets associated with a given
NUMRA. We also show that these conditions are satisfied in the case
where the Fourier transform of the scaling function , (whose translates by
elements of 4 form an orthonormal basis for V0) is a constant multiple of
the characteristic function of a set (as in Example 4.2).
Proposition 5.1. Let [Vj] j # Z be a NUMRA where the subspace V0 is
generated by the orthonormal collection [,(x&*]* # 4 and 4=[0, rN]+2Z.
Let M0 be as in (3.31). Then, each of the following conditions is necessary and
sufficient for the existence of associated wavelets 1 , ..., 2N&1 :
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(a) M0 is 14 periodic.
(b) N&1k=0 $k2 V j # Z $jN V |, |
2=1.
(c) For any odd integer m, we have
|
R
,(x) , (x&mN) dx=0.
Proof. The equivalence of (a) with the existence of associated wavelets
was proved in Theorem 3.7. The following useful identity can be found in
the proof of Lemma 3.2:
:
j # Z
|, (2N!&Nj)|2=2M0(!).
Hence, assuming that (a) holds, we have
:
N&1
k=0
$k2 V :
j # Z
$jN V |, (!)|2= :
N&1
k=0
$k2 V 2M0(!2N)
=2 :
N&1
k=0
M0(!2N&k4N)
= :
2N&1
k=0
M0(!2N&k4N)=1,
where the last equality follows from (3.11), and thus (b) holds. Conversely,
if (b) holds, then
2 :
N&1
k=0
M0(!&k4N)=1,
and, in particular, for any integer n{0, we have, using the 12-periodicity
of M0(!), that
0=|
[0, 12)
:
N&1
k=0
M0(!&k4N) e&4?i!n d!
=\ :
N&1
k=0
e&?iknN+ |[0, 12) M0(!) e&4?i!n d!.
Since the term that multiplies the last integral does not vanish when n is
odd, it follows that all the Fourier coefficients of M0 corresponding to n
odd are zero, and thus M0 must be 14-periodic which proves (a). The
same argument shows the equivalence of (c) with (a) since, by Plancherel’s
formula,
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|
R
,(x) , (x&mN) dx=|
R
e2?i!mN |, (!)| 2 d!
=|
[0, N)
e2?i!mN :
j # Z
|, (!+Nj)| 2 d!
=2 |
[0, N)
M0(!2N) e2?i!mN d!
=4N |
[0, 12)
M0(!) e4?i!m d!.
This completes the proof. K
As mentioned earlier, it seems surprisingly difficult to find simple exam-
ples of NUMRAs for which the equivalent conditions stated in Proposi-
tion 5.1 are not satisfied. One might be tempted to look for an example
where the Fourier transform of the scaling function , is a multiple of the
characteristic function of a set. However, as the following result shows, the
conditions in Proposition 5.1 are always satisfied for that particular class of
functions.
Theorem 5.2. Let [Vj] j # Z be a NUMRA and assume that the corre-
sponding scaling function , # V0 satisfies , =c/A , where c is a constant and
A is a measurable subset of R with |A|<. Then |A|=1 and
:
N&1
k=0
$k2 V :
j # Z
$jN V /A=1.
In particular, (A, 4) is a spectral pair and the conditions in Proposition 5.1
are satisfied.
Proof. The following identities can be obtained in the same way as were
(3.3) and (3.4) with k=l=0:
:
k # Z
|, (!&k2)| 2=2, :
k # Z
|, (!&k2)| 2 :k=0,
where :=e&?irN. Using the facts that , =c/A and &,&2=1, we obtain
|c|&2=|A|. Consequently,
:
k # Z
/A(!&k2)=2 |A|, :
k # Z
/A(!&k2) :k=0. (5.1)
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By assumption, there exist two locally square-integrable, 12-periodic func-
tions m10 and m
2
0 that satisfy
/A(2N!)=/A2N(!)=(m10(!)+e
&2?i!rNm20(!)) /A(!). (5.2)
In particular,
:
k # Z
/A2N(!&k2)
=m10(!) :
k # Z
/A(!&k2)+m20(!) :
k # Z
e&2?i(!&k2) rN/A(!&k2),
from which it follows, using the identities in (5.1), that
m10(!)=
1
2 |A|
:
k # Z
/A2N(!&k2). (5.3)
Similarly,
:
k # Z
:k/A2N(!&k2)
=m10(!) :
k # Z
:k/A(!&k2)+m20(!) e
&2?i!rN :
k # Z
/A(!&k2),
which yields the identity
m20(!)=
e2?i!rN
2 |A|
:
k # Z
:k/A2N(!&k2). (5.4)
Using (5.2)(5.4), we obtain
/A2N(!)=
1
2 |A| { :k # Z (1+:
k) /A2N(!&k2)= /A(!). (5.5)
We can assume, without loss of generality, that the identities in (5.1)
and (5.5) hold for every ! # R. We will now proceed to prove the assertion
using the preceding identities. Let ! # [0, 12) and suppose that
k # Z /A2N(!&k2)=m(!), for some integer m(!)>0. Because of the first
identity in (5.1), we must have m(!)2 |A|, but the case m(!)=2 |A| has
to be excluded because it implies, by (5.3), that m10(!)=1 and this is
incompatible with the equations (3.11)(3.12). Hence, 0<m(!)<2 |A|.
Thus there exist integers k1(!), ..., k2 |A|(!) such that
!&ki (!)2 # A2N, i=1, ..., m(!),
!&ki (!)2 # A"A2N, i=m(!)+1, ..., 2 |A|.
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Using (5.5), we have, for each i=1, ..., 2 |A|,
/A2N(!&ki (!)2)
=
1
2 |A| { :k # Z (1+:
k&ki(!)) /A2N(!&k2)= /A(!&ki (!)2),
and, thus,
2 |A|= :
m(!)
j=0
(1+:kj (!)&ki (!)), i=1, ..., m(!), (5.6)
0= :
m(!)
j=1
(1+:kj (!)&ki (!)), i=m(!)+1, ..., 2 |A|. (5.7)
Since, for any integer k, Re(:k)>&1 unless :k=&1, it is necessary, in
order for (5.7) to hold, that
:kj (!)&ki (!)=&1,
for each j=1, ..., m(!) and each i=m(!)+1, ..., 2 |A| , and, thus, kj (!)&
ki (!) # N+2NZ, for each such i and j. This implies, in particular, that
kj (!)&kl (!)=(k j (!)&ki (!))&(k l (!)&ki (!)) # 2NZ,
if 1k, lm(!), and, therefore, using now (5.6), that m(!)=|A| and, in
particular, |A| is an integer. This shows that, if !&k2 # A2N, for some
integer k, then m10(!)=12 and m
2
0(!)=e
2?i!rN:k2. Thus, if we let
B=[! # R, m10(!)+e
&2?i!rNm20(!)=1],
then /B is N-periodic and
:
2N&1
k=0
/B(!&k2)=
1
|A|
:
j # Z
/A2N(!& j2)=/D(!), (5.8)
where D=[! # R, m10(!)=12]. In particular,
|
[0, N)
/B(!) d!=|
[0, 12) \ :
2N&1
k=0
/B(!&k2)+ d!
=|A2N||A|=12N. (5.9)
Furthermore, since /A2N=/B/A , we have, for any integer M1,
/A(!)={ ‘
M
k=1
/B(!(2N)k)= /A(!(2N)M),
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which implies that
/A(!) ‘

k=1
/B(!(2N)k). (5.10)
Let us define AM , for any integer M1, by
AM=|
|!|(N(2N)M)2
‘
m
k=1
/B(!(2N)k) d!.
Then, we compute, using (5.9),
A1=|
|!|N2
/B(!2N) d!=2N |
|!|N2
/B(!) d!=1,
and, using (5.8) and the N-periodicity of /B ,
AM+1 =|
|!|(N(2N)M+1)2
‘
M+1
k=1
/B(!(2N)k) d!
=|
0!N(2N)M+1
‘
M+1
k=1
/B(!(2N)k) d!
=|
0!N(2N)M
‘
M
k=1
/B(!(2N)k) \ :
2N&1
j=0
/B(!(2N)M+1+ j2)+ d!
=|
0!N(2N)M
‘
M
k=1
/B(!(2N)k) d!
=|
|!|(N(2N)M)2
‘
M
k=1
/B(!(2N)k) d!
=AM ,
for any M1. It follows thus, by induction, that AM1, for all M1. In
particular, using (5.10) and Fatou’s lemma, we obtain the inequality
|
R
/A(!) d!|
R
‘

k=1
/B(!(2N)k) d! 
N  
AM1,
which shows that |A|1. Since |A| is a non-zero integer, |A|=1. To com-
plete the proof, we will show that the conditions in (5.1) when |A|=1 are
equivalent to the identity
:
N&1
k=0
:
j # Z
/A(!&k2&Nj)=1. (5.11)
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Indeed, we can suppose, without loss of generality, that (5.11) holds when
! is replaced by !&k2, for any integer k. For such a !, there exist unique
integers k1 , k2 , j1 , j2 with 0k1 , k2N&1 such that
!&k1 2& j1 N # A, !+N2&k2 2& j2 N # A.
This implies that k1=k2 , since, if k2>k1 , then
(!+N2&k2 2)&(N&k2+k1)2& j1 N # A,
(!+N2&k2 2)& j2 N # A,
and thus (5.11) would fail for !+N2&k2 2, and, if k1>k2 , then
(!&k1 2)& j1N # A,
(!&k1 2)&(N+k2&k1)2&( j2&1) N # A,
and, in that case, (5.11) would fail for !&k1 2. The identity (5.11) is thus
equivalent to the existence of two unique integers l1 and l2 such that
l1&l2 # N+2NZ and ! # A+li 2, for i=1, 2. This is, in turn, clearly
equivalent to (5.1) when |A|=1. K
In conclusion, we remark that, in addition to the situation considered in
the previous theorem, all the examples considered in Sections 4 satisfy the
condition (3.32) of Theorem 3.7. As mentioned earlier, it seems rather
difficult to construct examples of NUMRAs for which the condition fails
to hold. This issue is investigated in another paper by the authors [GN]
in which an analogue of A. Cohen’s condition (see [Co, CR, Wo]) is
obtained for the generalized setting of the present paper and explicit exam-
ples are given of NUMRAs for which the associated wavelets cannot be
constructed when N3.
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